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Paced Bottle-Feeding 
_________________________________ 
 
We recommend this method of bottle-feeding your breastfed baby.  Most often, 
breastfed babies should be fed with a slow-flow nipple for as long as they are 
breastfed, regardless of their age. 
 
A baby who nurses at the breast experiences periods of passive sucking (which 
comforts baby and stimulates a letdown), active drinking (when milk is flowing, and baby is 
swallowing), and pausing (to take breaks).  This is the ideal way for a baby to eat, as it 
helps babies to realize when they are full and prevent them from eating too much 
or too quickly. 
 
Breastfed babies usually have a good, strong suck and can drink a bottle very 
quickly, which could lead to an overly full belly.  The paced bottle-feeding method 
slows the feeding down to more closely mimic a breastfeeding session. 
 
Six Steps to Paced Bottle-Feeding: 
 

1. Hold your baby side-lying on your lap or slightly upright in your arms, not 
lying flat on their back. 
 

2. Tickle around your baby’s mouth with the nipple and wait for them to open 
wide and latch onto the bottle. Don’t wiggle or force the nipple into their 
mouth. 
 

3. Keep the bottle as horizontal as possible without letting air get into the 
nipple. This prevents milk from dripping into your baby’s mouth, and your 
baby must suck to get milk. 

 
4. Watch your baby closely. If they slow down or stops sucking, take the nipple 

out of their mouth.  This allows your baby to take a break. 
 

5. Stop your baby about every half ounce to burp.  If your baby is upset by the 
breaks, use a pacifier to provide sucking time during the break. If your baby 
does not burp after about 1-2 minutes, return to bottle-feeding. 
 

6. Try to stretch out the feeding to 15-20 minutes. 
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